Let’s build smarter factories, faster

For modern factories looking to move beyond traditional automation, data-driven manufacturing is the logical next step. However, analyzing data from multiple disparate systems and transforming it into actionable insights can be a real challenge. Reason? The inability to integrate information relayed by multiple machines, sensors, PLCs, and servers on the manufacturing floor.

The need for integrated, intelligent manufacturing

The Rackspace IIoT Smart Factory Accelerator was created to help forward-looking manufacturing firms succeed in the era of Industry 4.0. The Smart Factory Accelerator brings all your factory floor or operational technology data across equipment and devices on a single platform, and enables you to:

- Get visibility across the factory through one centralized dashboard
- Leverage data analytics, real-time intelligence, machine learning, and cloud storage
- Visualize and study trends and key manufacturing performance indicators
- Use it as the perfect starting point for your digital transformation journey

The IIoT Smart Factory Accelerator Advantage

| Improved OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) | Faster decision-making | Real-time safety monitoring | Increased operational efficiency | Reduced operational and production costs | Reduced downtime, minimal disruptions |

Features that enable smarter manufacturing

- Centralized dashboard
- Comprehensive data integration
- Real-time notifications
- Digital Twin
- Data encryption
To ensure that you start seeing results within weeks, Rackspace Technology’s team of experts will:

- Work with your team to understand processes, data sources, and KPIs.
- Customize a solution and provide quick actionable insights.
- Transfer knowledge to in-house teams.
- Identify opportunities for enhanced visibility.
- Use a feedback loop to test the solution.
- Define a future-proof roadmap.

Unlock value with our cutting-edge capabilities

Rackspace Technology is an audited Managed Service Provider with 2700+ AWS technical certifications worldwide.

Multiple core competencies across cloud, applications, security, data, and infrastructure.

Access to comprehensive AWS capabilities such as:

- Data and analytics
- Machine learning
- Industrial software
- DevOps
- IoT
- Storage
- SaaS

Take the next step

Let’s talk about how Rackspace experts help you achieve your goals.

Learn more: [https://www.rackspace.com/lp/iiot-smart-factory-accelerator](https://www.rackspace.com/lp/iiot-smart-factory-accelerator)

Email: apj-iot@rackspace.com